This is Ms. Susa from the Shorewood Public Library. Decorate your window with colors of red, yellow, brown, and orange. Write a special message about how great fall is, to share with neighbors and people just passing by. It is always a great time to spread joy and good cheer. You can even check with your neighbors to see if they would like some leaves to decorate their windows. When the next season comes along, you can clean the windows with a bit of warm water and soap or put up a new message.

1- Draw leaf shapes on cardboard or heavy paper. Cut out and use these patterns to draw leaves of various colors and sizes on tissue paper, colored paper, or try paper napkins in fall colors. Fold the paper or napkins over and try to cut through layers to get multiple leaves all at once. Draw the lines or veins on the leaves with a marker or pen. Be careful—not too hard! Now glue them all on your window or mirror in a pretty pattern using a washable glue stick. You do not need much, just a few swipes and place on the window.

2- Write a fun sign with a fall message to add to your window and glue this on. When winter comes, you can peel off the shapes and clean all the glue right off. Wash the window with warm water and a bit of vinegar to get the window squeaky clean to see the winter sparkles. This is a great way to share a special message with the world! Spreading joy is contagious

Show your true colors! Ms. Susan